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Abstract. With the further development of the data age, the trade and cultural
exchanges between countries have become closer and closer, and the state has put
forward new requirements for foreign language professionals. In order to ensure
the quality of training foreign language talents, this paper takes computer as the
development hardware, combines Web technology with multimedia technology,
and builds a personalized college English teaching platform under the background
of internet plus. The platform is developed with Windows 10.0 as the operating
system, B/S architecture as the development framework of the platform, and C# as
the programming language. With the layered advantages of MVC, each part of the
content is deployed in layers, and the system functions of the teaching platform
are refined to improve the running efficiency of the platform. In the evaluation
platform, the qualitative and quantitative AHP analytic hierarchy process is used
to calculate, which provides a more accurate evaluation guarantee for cultivating
high-quality foreign language talents.
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1 Introduction

In the concept of new liberal arts construction, the educational proposition that “we
should focus on the shaping of foreign language professionals, so as to enhance our
country’s discourse expression ability in the international community and strengthen our
country’s cultural soft power” is mentioned [1]. It shows that the demand and require-
ments of the society for English talents have improved. As a public basic course in
colleges and universities, college English should give full play to its own advantages
and actively integrate into innovation. However, as far as the development of college
English teaching is concerned, there are still some problems. First, the teaching mode of
college English is relatively simple.Most colleges and universities still use the traditional
classroom teaching mode, which reduces students’ interest in learning and ignores their
individual needs. Secondly, the teaching system of college English is not perfect, and
book knowledge is still the main teaching content, neglecting the cultivation of practical
application ability [2].
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Table 1. Differences between B/S structure and C/S structure

Differences C/S structure B/S structure

Foundation LAN WAN

Install Need to install No installation required

Pressure Client pressure Server pressure

Other Upgrade and maintenance costs are
high, not affected by network speed,
higher security

More adaptability, affected by network
speed, strong sharing, weak security

Based on the above problems, this paper constructs a personalized college English
teaching platform under the background of internet plus. With the advantage of digital
electronic technology, it enriches the teaching content of college English, provides a
good platform for students to communicate with each other in spoken English, and
promotes the development of students’ practical English ability.

2 Key Technologies

2.1 B/S Structure

B/S structure, namely browser/server structure, needs to be deployed on the server side,
and other software needed to access the website and run on the client side only needs to
adopt the browser. In the B/S framework, users express their needs at the client and input
corresponding parameters, and then rely on the network to access the server. First, the
logic layer solves the user’s needs, then the data needs are transmitted to the database,
and the specific content is executed by the server. Finally, the business logic layer accepts
this kind of feedback information, thus generating a web page that meets the user’s needs
[3]. B/S structure is an improvement of C/S structure, and its differences are shown in
Table 1.

2.2 ASP.NET

ASP.NET is a kind of Web development platform, which provides an overall program-
ming framework for the subsequent development of the platform, is the infrastructure
used for development, and also provides various required services for web programs.
ASP.NET relies on HTTP protocol, and uses HTTP commands to set up two-way com-
munication between browser and server. ASP.Net can also realize caching, update the
performance of some applications, and then cache frequently used pages of users and
store them in temporary locations, which can retrieve these pages more quickly and give
better feedback to users [4].
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2.3 Development Process

According to the introduction of the above related technical contents, the configuration
and deployment of the development process of personalized college English teaching
platform under the background of internet plus are completed. In order to improve the
system function of the platform, the construction of this platform will be carried out
by using ASP.NET and other related technologies. The bottom development tool is
Visual Studio 2019, and the operating system is based on Windows 10.0. Choose SQL
server 2019 as the data storage tool to improve the operation ability of the server.In
the development process of the platform, first, choose Visual Studio 2019 tool in the
menu, create a new project in the File section under the file, and select ASP.NETWeb in
the application. Then, after presetting the configuration attributes and paths of the new
project, select MVC in the pop-up working window and name it, and you can create
the follow-up compilation of ASP.NET MVC project development platform. After the
specific functional modules are configured, the simulation test is carried out. Through
the description of the above key technologies, the overall framework of the teaching
platform is roughly planned, and the feasibility of establishing a personalized college
English teaching platform under the background of internet plus is made clear.

3 Functional Implementation

3.1 Online Learning Module

When users access this system for the first time, they need to complete user registra-
tion according to the page instructions, and then choose their identity to log in. This
platform divides users into teacher users and student users in detail, and provides dif-
ferent services for different users [5]. After the students finish learning basic English
knowledge, the system will adopt ESP teaching mode, and recommend corresponding
personalized courses for students according to their majors [6]. For example, “English
Poetry Appreciation” is recommended for Chinese majors, “Business Communication
English” for management majors. Teachers’ responsibilities are more inclined to upload
learning resources and organize and supervise practical activities. The implementation
code of resource uploading is shown in Fig. 1.

3.2 Extracurricular Expansion Module

In order to broaden students’ knowledge level, extra-curricular extension modules are
set up systematically. In this module, students can choose what they are interested in
to learn [7]. For example, students can accumulate writing words by browsing foreign
works, and watch famous foreign debates, historical news documentaries or popular
American TV shows to exercise their listening and correct their pronunciation. Every
Friday, the platform will open an English corner, where students can communicate by
themselves, so as to improve their English communication skills. The system will also
regularly count students’ browsing data and generate charts, so as to get themost popular
content, and then put it in the recommended position on the homepage of the platform
for more students to watch. The statistical chart of browsing data is shown in Fig. 2 [8].
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Fig. 1. Resource upload implementation code

Fig. 2. Statistics of browsing data

3.3 Practice Evaluation Module

In this platform applies various evaluation methods to the practical evaluation to ensure
the accuracy of the evaluation. The final score of students is calculated by AHP, which
combines qualitative and quantitative analysis. Teachers will give subjective scores
according to the final training results [9]. At the end of the evaluation, the system will
automatically construct the model matrix 1, and combine the teacher’s rating with the
system’s automatic rating. Comprehensive grade of students M= usual grade P + final
grade O + teacher grade G, and the detailed calculation formula is shown in formula 2.
Among them, z represents the degree scores of different assessment points, and r is the
evaluation confidence [10].

G =
⎡
⎣
z11 z12 ...
z21 z22 ...
zn1 zn2 ...

z1m
z2m
znm

⎤
⎦ (1)

M =
∑

Z
[(Pr × 35%)+ (O × 35%)+ (Gz × 30%)] (2)
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4 Conclusion

In this paper, the digital electronic technology is integrated with English education, and
the functions of personalized college English teaching platform are transformed by using
web technology. All kinds of high-quality English resources are integrated for teachers
and students to learn, and the learning efficiency is improved. Targeted English teaching
activities can better meet the learning needs and habits of teachers and students, and
further promote the construction of high-quality education system.
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